
1 A collection of whisky miniatures, approx 40, some with low levels, with Single Malts from Languvuli, Dhalwinnie, 
Glenmorangie, and other blended whickies 
£80-120

2 A large collection of liquor and spirit minitures, in two boxes, some with low levels, including gins, vodkas, and 
other known brands and some lesser known brands 
£80-120

3 A large early 20th century silver plated cocktail shaker by EG Webster & Son, 26cm high, hammered body with 
lift off lid with engraved initials, screw cap to spout with damaged cork 
£80-120

4 A modern French silver plated wine funnel, appears unused with tag and in card box 
£30-50

5 A modern Chinese cloisonne telescopic ceremonial sword and scabbard, in retailers box, 38cm long with red 
tassels, and when extended the sword is 101 cm long 
£80-120

6 A modern Royal Doulton ceramic The Snowman Gift Collection figure, 13.5cm high, ref. DS9, Bass Drummer 
Snowman 
£30-50

7 A bottle of Balvenie Pure Malt Scotch Whisky, appears unopened, level just above shoulder, 750ml, numbered 
B80, from Archibald Wallace & Co. Ltd 
£60-100

8 A bottle of Armagnac De Montal 1962, appears unopened, level good, some mould to seal and label, in dusty 
wooden case 
£60-100

9 A modern silver gilt and enamelled honey bee brooch by AIO, 4.2cm wingspan, hallmarked, some wear to 
enamel 
£50-100

10 A 1970s silver Taste Du Vin cup by A.G.E, the bowl with initials MM and dated London 1976, having naturalistic 
branch handle, 12.8cm wide and 3.88 ozt 
£50-100

11 Two Victorian silver cauldron salts by John Figg, 8 cm diameter, on three pad foot supports, one dated 1849, 
and one 1867 London, replaced glass liners, 7.2 ozt 
£80-120

12 A pair of George V period silver sugar sifters by S.B.S Ltd, perfect for the Christmas table and just over 100 
years old, 12.5cm high, 6.6 ozt, Birmingham 1922 (2) 
£70-100

13 A pair of novelty peppers, modelled as fish, one with green glass eyes, the other with red, two marks to 
underside, 6.2cm, 1.3 ozt (2) 
£40-60

14 A 1960s silvre taste du vin cup by S & Son, 8cm diameter with applied ring handle, London 19673.1 ozt 
£50-80

15 Two vintage novelty table peppers, one pewter modelled as an owl, the other as a squirel, both 9cm (2) 
£50-80

16 A pair of Victorian silver plated wine bottle coasters by Elkington & Co with East Devonshire silver emblem to 
centres, together with a pair of cut glass decanters and stoppers, chipped, with two labels, Port and Maderia, 
possibly silver (8) 
£40-60

17 Two modern Steiff yellow tag Teddy bears, one white wearing a Christmas hat and scarf, the other called Goldy 
carrying a satchel with Steiff World voucher 
£20-30
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18 A modern silver fronted photograph frame from KF Ltd, 18cm high, image aperture 9.5cm diameter, London 
1983 
£50-80

19 A cute modern silver filled model of a Teddy Bear by Scappaticci, 7.5cm high, seated holding a baby, comes 
with plywood crate marked Animali 
£50-80

20 An Edwardian period and later tantalis, perfect to lock away your Christmas tipples, oak locking case with three 
later moulded glass decanter and stoppers 
£60-100

21 A collection of Royal Doulton Fine China Rose Elegans dinner table ware, ref. TC 1010, including dinner plates, 
tureens, soup bowls, bowls, tea cups, saucers, dessert plates, side plates and more 
£60-100

22 A nice pair of late 19th century Bohemiam flashed glass table lustres, 30.5cm high, red with cut away white glass 
and heightened in gilt, with clear glass drops, two drops damaged but present, with inset metal candle support 
£80-120

23 A set of three modern silver filled candlsticks, 23cm high, in the neo-classical taste, with import hallmarks (3) 
£70-100

24 An Edwardian BAJ & Sons porcelain tea or coffee set, appears to be for 12 with slops bowl and milk jug 
£30-50

25 An early George V silver teapot by Walker & Hall, with fluted lower and applied black handle and finial, Sheffield 
1910, 17.55 ozt, some small dents and other typical wear 
£180-220

26 A small group of silver plated items, including a large kings pattern soup ladle, a teapot, a posh cased pair of fish 
servers from Mappin & Webb, and a cased set of six rat tail soup spoons 
£30-50

27 Just what every Train Enthusiast needs for their Christmas Tree, a set of Thomas The Tank Engine Christmas 
Tree Lights, with ten plastic models on green wire, in a box, they do work but they are sold as a work of art 
£20-30

28 A Royal Mint 500th Anniversary of the First Gold Sovereign 1489-1989 Proof Half Sovereign, in box with 
certificate, Unc 
£200-400

29 A Royal Mint 1987 Britannia 1/10 oz Proof Gold Coin, in box with certificate, Unc 
£120-180

30 A Lucien Neuquelman Paris pottery lamp base and shade, modelled with a couple steated upon a park 
benchand tree, under a dusky pink shade, marked and impressed to base, (AF to gentleman's arm) height 
including shade 40 cm by 19 cm wide 
£40-60

31 A modern Lionel Harry Potter Hogwart's Express train set, sadly lacking transformer and controller, in original 
box, appears unused, the electric O gauge 4-6-0 locomotive with puffing smoke and headlight with tender and 
three coaches, all VG, with some track also included 
£80-120

32 A modern and very pretty 18ct gold bangle set with diamonds and rubies, 17g, inner 60.8mm, outer 63.6mm, 
marked 750, one half with channel set brilliant cut diamonds and red stones, appears to have been very hardly 
worn and in very good condition, with a box 
£400-600

33 A modern and pretty gold and ruby tennis bracelet, 8.9g, 19cm long not including tongue, marked 10k, appears 
unworn, in red box 
£200-300
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34 A pair of Edwardian silver peppers by TL, with applied family crest, together with a pair of silver salts with blue 
glass liners and one small salt spoon 
£50-80

35 A modern plated large candlestick, 48.5cm 
£30-50

36 An Edwardian silver three quarter pint sauce boat by JR, shaped rim with ear shaped handle, 9.67 ozt and 23cm 
wide 
£100-150

37 An Edwardian silver sauce boat, 15cm wide and 4.4 ozt and retailed through Barraclough and sons 
£50-100

38 A late 19th or early 20th century novelty Black Forest carved wooden nut cracker, modelled as the head of a 
mountain goat, 22cm high, with black glass bead eyes, chipped to side of mouth and cracked snout 
£50-100

39 A late 19th or early 20th century Black Forest wooden nut cracker, modelled as a Chinese dog of Fu, chipped to 
both ears, Provenance: Purchased in the Joan Dunk Auction in May 2020 here at Special Auction Services 
£50-100

40 Seven modern Christmas related and other Teddy bears, two 1997 Harrods bears, two other from Harrods, a 
Snowman bear and two others (7) 
£30-50

41 Ten modern Teddy bears, including a Harrods 1999 example, a Metro soft toys, and others 
£30-50

42 An 18ct gold and platinum set three stone old cut diamond ring, the three round cut diamonds in claw settings, 
central stone 0.19cts flanked by two smallers examples 0.11cts, 0.42cts, ring size K 
£300-500

43 A silver ingot on a flattened curb linked chain, the hallmarked ingot marked for Johnson Matthey London, 
Hallmarked London 1978, slightly later imported chain 1979, 28 cm together, 49g 
£50-100

44 A pair of Wedgwood Japser ware oval earrings, classical figures, with beed work surrounds, together with similar 
brooch, earrings cased 
£40-60

45 A mid twenith century chess board and chessmen, the fold out board with hard and satinwood squares, carved 
with figural chessmen37 cm by 37 cm 
£80-100

46 A dolls/bear stained beach cott, circa 1900, with painted panels of red and green flowers, 43 cm long by 35 cm 
high by 32 cm high 
£30-50

47 A Christofle silver plated handbag perfume container, of cylindrical shape, the atomiserwith pull off top, marked 
to base with swede pouch and box. 8 cm by 2 cm 
£30-50

48 An Italian gilt metal, enamel and paste set hinged box, the basket work top, with central oval enamel decorated 
panel set with paste stones, floral surround, 9 cm by 6.5 cm by 2 cm 
£60-100

49 Three items of silver for the Christmas table, a small silver toast rack, a Victorian silver and mop handled 
butterknife and a spoon (3) 
£40-60

50 A mid 20th century Swedish silver part canteen of cutlery by Bruckman, prefect for the Christmas table, the set 
with light rococo themed design, comprising 24 dinner forks, 23 dessert spoons, two basting spoons, a long fork 
and serving spoons, 95.8 ozt, together with 24 silver handled and stainless steel bladed knives 
£1,200-1,800
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51 A modern canteen of kings pattern style silver plated cutlery for twelve by Inkerman, presented in two wooden 
cases, together with a silver plated soup ladle 
£100-200

52 Two modern silver filled sculptural groups of tigers, both on wooden plinths, one of a leaping male tiger over 
branch and resin pool, 30cm wide, and another of a female tiger with two cubs on rock over resin pool, 22.5cm 
(2) 
£60-100

53 Two vintage bottles of Champagne, pop - fizz, including a Premier Cuvee Moet et Chandon, and a Mercier Extra 
Dry dated 1952, both levels appear OK (2) 
£30-50

54 Three bottles of whisky, including a boxed Glenfiddich, 0.75 litre, a boxed Johnnie Walker Red label, 0.75 litre, 
and a boxed Johnnie Walker Black label 12 years, 1 litre, all appear unopened and levels good 
£30-50

55 A 1960s Midwinter Pottery Sienna pattern part coffee set for six, sadly lacks sugar basin but also comes with 
three soup bowls on plates, which you could use one of them as the sugar basin 
£20-30

56 A 1970s good quality silver cream jug by Garrard & Co, 8.5cm and 4.73 ozt, London 1976 
£60-100

57 An Omega De Ville quartz stainless steel and gilt lady's wristwatch, 22mm case on integrated bracelet, sign of 
wear and use, not running but may just need a new battery 
£50-100

58 A c1970s Juvenia manual wind stainless steel and gilt wristwatch, 34mm case, appears to run, signs of wear 
and useage, on black leather strap 
£40-60

59 A modern 18ct gold and diamond half hoop eternity ring, size M and 2.2g, in very good condition and ready for a 
loved ones finger 
£60-100

60 A modern 9ct gold chain link bracelet, 6.5g, in good condition 
£100-150

61 A modern ruby and sapphire pendant, on a fine chain marked 14k, 2.7g 
£50-80

62 A modern Gucci silver cuff bangle, the torque circular band with G logo and marked 925, 118g, 7cm outer 
diameter and 6.5cm inner diameter, with a felt Gucci bag 
£100-200

63 A set of 12 Royal Copenhagen porcelain Year and Christmas plates from 1975 to 1986, together with a RC Little 
Mermaid plate dated 1962 and eight small RC plates 
£15-25

64 A retro Poole Pottery Dessert Song pattern part dinner service, fabulous for a vintage Christmas table, with four 
covered serving dishes / tureens, several bowls, plates and side plates 
£20-30

65 An Edwardian Sheffield silver plated candleabra, 51.5cm high, some damages, candlestick with inserted twin 
branch candle holders and central sconce 
£20-30

66 A heavily damaged and repaired 19th century French porcelain bowl with contents, the Samson style pink 
enamelled bowl, 29cm, with staple restoration, containing pine cones, a string of plastic cherries, glass fruit and 
sweets and more 
£20-30

67 A late 19th century painted metal coal scuttle, AF, 44cm wide, with lid, damaged 
£20-30
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68 A collection of decorative glass baubles and other decorations, varying sizes and colours 
£30-50

69 A first half 20th century silver played twin bracnch candleabra, 45cm high, As Found 
£20-30

70 A small collection of alchohol and spririts, including a boxed Haig's Dimple blended Scotch whisky, appears 
unopened, along with other booze such as a small Benedictine, miniature Bells and other whisky's 
£30-50

71 A box of eight c1980s Wade Christmas crackers, titled the Tom Smith Tales from the Nursery Crackers, each 
with a Wade porcelain figure 
£20-30

72 A late 1990s Christmas edition Barbie by Mattell in box, could be the perfect Christmas tree decoration 
£30-50

73 A modern Maurice Lacroix black leather wallet, in box and appears unused 
£20-30

74 A modern Waterford Crystal Lismore pattern decanter with stopper and a pair Whisky tumblers, both unused and 
with boxes 
£60-100

75 A modern Waterford Lead Crystal Kings Bowl, 26cm diameter, with box 
£50-100

76 A set of four modern Waterford Lead Crystal Signature Wine glasses by John Rocha, 23cm high, with two boxes 
£50-100

77 A modern Waterford Lead Crystal Cliffs of Moher vase, 33cm high, with box 
£50-100

78 Two modern Waterford Lead Crystal Lismore Castle items, both boxed, including a footed bowl, 25cm diameter, 
and a footed vase, 25cm high 
£60-100

79 A set of six modern Waterford Lead Crystal Eve Tumblers, great gift or just use them yourself, in box, appear 
unused 
£60-100

80 A modern Waterford Lead Crystal Starburst pattern vase, 30.5cm high and with box 
£50-100

81 A set of four modern Waterford Lead Crystal Lismore pattern Whisky tumblers, with two bowls 
£50-100

82 A set of eight modern Waterford Lead Crystal Lismore Goblet wine glasses, 17.5cm high, appear unused, with 
four WC boxes 
£150-180

83 Four modern Waterford Lead Crystal items, each boxed, including an Acropolis Clock, small clock lacking 
movement but could be used for a candleholder, a Penholder and a small John Rocha bowl 
£60-100

84 A modern Waterford Lead Crystal Cliffs of Moher vase, 33cm high, with box 
£50-100

85 A modern Waterford Lead Crystal Lismore pattern Champagne Coaster, 13cm in diameter, with box 
£40-60

86 A set of six modern Waterford Lead Crystal Lismore Chamagne Flutes, 18.5cm high, with three boxes 
£120-180

87 A modern Waterford Lead Crystal table lamp, in box marked L1, 30.5cm high, sold as a work of art 
£40-60
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88 A set of six modern Waterford Lead Crystal Lismore pattern Toasting Flutes, the Champagne glasses 23.5cm, 
with three boxes 
£150-250

89 A modern Waterford Lead Crystal 10" Seahorse Bowl, 25cm diamater, with box 
£50-100

90 A modern Dreyfuss & Co quartz stainless steel wristwatch, 34mm, No. 1558, has been worn, not running at the 
moment but hopefully just needs a new battery, comes with three spare links and a box 
£200-300

91 A Victorian mahogany and brass writing slope box, 35cm wide, crack to top, lock replaced, other damages, with 
two glass inkwells 
£30-50

92 An early 21st century wicker hamper from Fortnum & Mason 
£20-30

93 Three early 20th century wicker hampers from Fortnum & Mason, AF 
£40-60

94 Two early 20th century wicker hampers from Fortnum & Mason 
£30-50

95 A large early 21st century wicker hamper from Fortnum & Mason and three cushions 
£20-30

96 A David Linley walnut and sycamore strung fruit bowl, on a turned pedestal base, stamped Linley to base of 
bowl, felt base, 43 cm wide by 18 cm high 20 cm deep 
£200-300

97 A David Linley 30 year commemorative 'Mr Mouse Doorstop' in walnut, the 'Cheese Doorstop', surrmounted with 
a pewter mouse, stamped Linley with an inset roundal to back 'Celebrating 30 years 1985 - 2015, 15.5 cm long 
by 5 cm high by 8 cm wide max, together with a hardwood turned egg (2) 
£60-80

98 A Henry Poole & Co for Coutts silk scarf, of square shape, with central bee design within flroal pink flower and 
light blue ground, marked 50, 90 cm by 90 cm boxed 
£50-80

99 A continental 750 marked dress ring set with a blue paste gem, ring size M1/2 2.4g together with a 9ct gold 
perdiot pierced circular spirial brooch, 2 cm 3.4g 
£80-100

100 A contempoary Raku pottery wall pocket by Berenice Kate Alcock, modelled as a face with crackle Raku glaze 
with oranges and lemons, marked to reverse in script BKA 91, 27 cm long by 23 cm wide, together with a Raku 
bunch of bannans 19 cm by 13 cm (2) 
£50-80

101 A contempoary pottery stonware wall model of the 'Christmas Goat', modelled standing the 'Nanny' in brown iron 
and ash glaze, impressed mark to base, 22 cm by 19.5 cm 
£40-60

102 A Crossior 9ct gold cased gentlemans wristwatch, white face with Roaman Numeral date window on a black 
simulated crocadial strap, lug to lug 3.7 cm, marked to reverse 375 and bearing import marks, boxed 
£80-120

103 An Omega Automatic Seamaster Cosmic gilt metal wrist watch, with replacment expanding strap, the watch 
case with glass movement marked with Omega sign, with Peveco Motors 25 Years of service engraved back, 
3.6 cm by 3.6 cm, in card case 
£250-350

104 An Edwardian 9ct three bar gate link bracelet, united by a heart shaped paddlock clasp marked to edge Ce & Fd 
Ltd, the central bar with textured design, in a blue cloth A R Bostock Diamond Merchant Bull Ring Northwich box, 
20 cm, 8.9g 
£150-250
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105 A diamond three stone dress ring, the old cuts in white metal setting on a yellow metal shank unmarked, ring 
size O, 2.4g 
£100-120

106 A bottle of Bowmore Islay Single Malt Whisky, unopened and level looks good, 75cl, with box 
£300-400

107 A bottle of Strathconon Single Malt Scotch Whisky, unopened and level may be a little low, possibly numbered 
74/637, 26 2/3 fl oz, with box 
£50-100

108 A bottle of Dufftown Glenlivet Pure Malt Scotch Whisky, unopened and level looks good, 26 2/3 fl oz, with box 
£50-100

109 Five bottles of Whisky, included a Johnnie Walker Black Label, a Dewars, A Bells 12 Year Old, a Dimple, all four 
boxed, and a bottle of Bells 
£100-200

110 Three bottles of Grand Marnier, unopened, each 23 1/4 fl oz and with a box 
£40-60

111 A c1980s rocking horse, fur covered body with leather saddle, on varnished pine trestle base,112cm long 
£30-50

112 A c1970s Junghans wall hung clock, 23cm high, with eight day chiming movement, with gilt wall support (2) 
£20-30

113 A c1970s Pyrex glass Snowflake pattern part dinner service, appears to be for 8, with two serving dishes, main 
and side plates and bowls 
£40-60

114 A vintage Bolex Paillard C8 cine camera, appears to run but door catch not engaging, numbered 668203, with 
1.12.5mm lens and cover, with a brown bag and booklets 
£30-50

115 A modern Longines quartz stainless steel and gilt wristwatch, 33.5mm case, on integrated strap, not running but 
otherise in good condition and not much wear and useage, ref. L5.632.3 and serial number 27285448, with box, 
tatty, and papers 
£100-200

116 A group of vintage and modern Christmas related toys and soft toys, including three naughty Celuloid headed 
elves, probably Japanese, a figure of Santa, a reindeer, a small jointed teddy bear and other items 
£40-60

117 A silver plated 'Queen Anne' style tea pot, with presenation inscripton, together with an oak casket with lift off lid 
(2) 
£20-30

118 IMPORTANT ANNOUCEMENT: SORRY BUT THE ESTIMATE SHOULD HAVE BEEN £400 TO £600!!! 
Two bottles of vintage John Jameson & Son Irish Whiskey, one with red foil cap marked 10 Years Old and 
limited 1045, level ok, the limited of 1039, level is low (2) 
£400-600

119 A bottle of 1970 Royal Oporto Wine Co Vintage Port, level OK, in box 
£40-60

120 Three bottles of Dow's 1985 Vintage Port, all sealed (3) 
£60-100

121 Five bottles of 1980s and 1990s red wine, including a 19888 Chateau Senailhac Bordeaux, a 1989 Chateau 
David Medoc, a 1986 Chateau Le Grange - Monbadon, level low, an Orlando 1985 Australian Cabernet 
Sauignon, and a 1990 Domaine Font De Michelle Chateau Neuf Du Pape (5) 
£60-100

122 A bottle of Mouton Rothschild 1918 Bordeaux, level low 
£100-200
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123 A bottle of Dalwhinnie Double Matured Single Highland Malt Whisky, boxed, level OK, 1989 and bottled in 2004, 
together with a boxed Johnnie Walker Gold Label The Centenary Blend Whisky, level good, and an opened 
bottle of Lagavulin with box (3 plus boxes) 
£60-100

124 Three bottles of single malt whisky, including a boxed Bunnahabhain, a boxed 1988 bottled in 2002 
Cragganmore, and an unboxed 1991 knockando (3 plus 2 boxes) 
£80-120

125 A bottle of first half 20th century Crawfords Special Reserve Blended Old Scotch Whisky, together with a 
Scottish hat, possibly Cockburns tartan (2) 
£40-60

126 Three bottles of spirits, including a Dimple whisky, a Cockburns Porto Branco Fine White Port and a Taylors 
White Port (3) 
£40-60

127 A bottle of whiksy and three silver gold related items, including two boxed silver bookmarks and a boxed silver 
ball marked and a boxed bottle of QE2 Single Malt Whisky in ceramic jug with cork stopper 
£80-120

128 Six bottles of Jules Mignon Cie Champagne, all appear ok, no bar code to label (6) 
£80-120

129 Eighteen bottles of Jules Mignon Cie Champagne, all appear ok, some labels damaged, no bar code to label 
(18) 
£250-350

130 Twelve bottles of Serafino Prosecco, all appear ok, no bar code to label (12) 
£60-100

131 Nine bottles of Guy Cadel Carte Blanche Champagne, all appear ok, some labels mouldy, no bar code to label 
(9) 
£100-150

132 Seven half bottles of Jules Mignon Cie Champagne, 37.5cl, all appear ok, no bar code to label (7) 
£40-60

133 Six bottles of Jules Mignon Cie Champagne, all appear ok, no bar code to label (6) 
£80-120

134 Seven bottles of Champagne, including three Louis Boyier Cie, three Heidsieck & Co Monopole Gold Top and a 
Montarlau (7) 
£60-100

135 Two 1980s Chateau Mouton Rothschild label artist prints, each in gilt clip frame, 63cm by 45cm, one with Keith 
Haring print, the other with Paul Delvaux print (2) 
£50-100

136 Two 1980s Chateau Mouton Rothschild label artist prints and other prints, two John Huston 1982 prints, one in 
gilt frame, the other a clip frame, glass broken, together with a Bernard Buffet print and two clip frame with 
Rothschild postards and labels 
£50-100

137 Two Royal Doulton character mugs, one Anne Boleyn D6644 and Gone Away D6531 (2) 
£20-30

138 Six bottles of Jules Mignon Cie Champagne, all appear ok, no bar code to label (6) 
£80-120

139 A set of Le Cresuset graduated cast iron cooking pans and pine fitted rack hanging rack, 54 cm max hight with 
lids by 47.5 cm wide and 25 cm max deep 
£40-60

140 A modern Royal Doulton Fine Bone China English Renaissance pattern dinner service for eight, H.4972, eight 
dinner plates, dessert plates, side plates and soup bowls, a sauce boat, two tureens and an oval platter 
£60-100
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141 Twelve modern carved and turned apples and pears, presented in a glass footed bowl (13) 
£30-50

142 A pair of pretty late 19th century Bohemian red glass bud vases, 21cm, one with old repair on stem, each with 
nicely painted portrait panel, gilt loss and wear (2) 
£50-100

143 Two Royal Crown Derby porcelain frogs, one paperweight, the other Frog Money Box (2) 
£50-100

144 A small Meissen porcelain bowl, with silver coloured metal rim, 12cm diameter 
£40-60

145 Five modern Harrods Teddy Bears, Christmas Bears 2006 and 2007, a smaller Christmas Bear with sweets, and 
two Annual Bears from 2016 and 2017 in partial boxes, one with receipt 
£40-60

146 A collection of Harrods Christmas and other Teddy Bears and other soft toys, approx 20, including Christmas 
Bears 1994, 1999, 2000, 2016 and 2017, also a Harrods 1849 to 1999 Bear, and more, also a Harrods banner 
£60-100

147 A 1960s Subbuteo Table Soccer Super Set, overall in fair ot good condition, lacks one ball, one blue player 
headless, with 1964/65 Price list and instructions and rules 
£20-30

148 A modern burr maple cigar humidor and a collection of cigars, box is 26cm wide, the contents including an 
unopened Montecristo 10 cigarritos mini and 5 Montecristo Puritos, an unopened Romeo Y Juliet Habana 5 Petit 
Coronas, and more 
£50-100

149 A group of ten modern Sabatier chefs knives, with magnetic block and a small Flint and Flame knife (12) 
£50-100

150 Six bottles of Champagne and a bottle of Crement De Limoux 
£50-100

151 Eight bottles of Chablis and an Australian Chardonnay 
£40-60

152 Eight bottles of red wine, including a Magnum of 2000 Il Carbonaione, a 2004 Chianti, a 2003 Rioja, a 
Mavrodaphne of Patras Swee Red Wine and others (8) 
£40-60

153 A boxed bottle of Jack Daniels McLaren Whiskey and a cased Millenium Ale limited edition from King & Barnes 
£20-30

154 Two Magnums of red wine, one a 2000 Roc De Cambes Cotes du Bourg, the other a 2007 Il Pino di Biserno (2) 
£30-50

155 A large collection of modern nut cracker figures and other Christmas decorations, one large solder nutcracker, 
62cm high, two musical examples, four large figures and many others 
£50-100

156 A pair of modern Dunhill silver cufflinks, with Scotty dog heads, hallmarked and marked steel to clip 
£100-150

157 A pair of modern Dunhill silver cufflinks, modelled as jacks with black enamel, hallmarked and marked steel to 
clips 
£120-180

158 Eleven Harrods Christmas Teddy Bears, one Steiff 2009 bear, the other ten from the 2000s (11) 
£50-80

159 An Art Deco period canteen of silver plated cutlery by Walker & Hall, presented in an oak case with barley twist 
supports, 69cm wide and 75cm high, with place setting for twelve plus serving items, some wear and typical 
damage form useage, case stained 
£800-1,200
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160 Fourteen bottles of alcohol, has the markings of a 1970s Christmas cocktail party, including a Gulliano, Pimm's, 
Bols, Croft and more 
£70-100

161 Five boxed bottles of alcohol, including a Ruinart Champagne, a 2001 Chateau Belingard Bergera Sec, a 
Graham's The Tawny Port, a Butler Nephew 2015 Port, and a Sandeman Port (5 plus boxes) 
£70-100

162 A boxed bottle of QE2 Highland Malt Scoth Whisky in ceramic decanter and four ceramic empty novelty 
decanters, including a Copeland Spode George V Coronation examplea and others, also a Grants three glass 
bottle holder 
£40-60

163 A 1960s bottle of Biscuit Debouche & Co Cognac, in box marked Bisquit Cognac 1922, level slightly low, the 
bottle also printed in red Selected For Great Britain 1922 
£700-900

164 A bottle of Dimple Whisky and a collection of miniature spirits, including a half bottle of Dimple and a miniature, 
other miniature Whiskies, Ports and more 
£20-40

165 A 19th century silver plated wine funnel 
£20-30

166 A boxed bottle of 2002 Moet et Chandon Grande Vintage Champagne 
£30-50

167 A boxed bottle of Lagavulin Islay Single Malt Scotch Whisky Aged 16 Years 
£30-50

168 A boxed bottle of Remy Martin XO Special Fine Champagne Cognac 
£20-30

169 A Farrow and Jackson Champagne tap and a pair of cork tongs and a pair of Universal sewing scissors in case 
(4) 
£20-30

170 Two Jeroboam bottles of 1999 Miali Primivito di Manduria 
£60-100

171 Two boxed bottles of Scotch Whisky, incuding a 1 litre The Famous Grouse Vintage Malt Whisky 1989 bottled in 
2002, and a Johnnie Walker Black Label Ryder Cup 1997 special (2) 
£60-80

172 A part Royal Albert and Paragon porcelain Kensington pattern dinner service, approx 60 pieces ready for 
Christmas lunch, including large oval platter, tureen, tea and coffee cups and more 
£30-50

173 A modern Moorcroft Pottery Christmas Market 2017 vase, 27.5cm high, appears in good condition, marked to 
base 
£50-100

174 Four bottles of Brandy and Whisky, including a Three Barrels, a Courvoisier, a Martell with bos and a small 
350ml Glenfiddich Special reserve Single Malt 
£40-60

175 A set of five Russian dolls, each painted with a Zsar, dating from 1682 to 1914, tallest 18cm (5) 
£40-60

176 Four vintage red and gilt decorative items, including a Montieth planter, 33cm wide, a fire screen fan, a wine 
bottle coaster and a small rectangular dish (4) 
£40-60

177 A collection of modern glass and ceramic fruits, mostly apples and pears, all life size, one red apple with sticker 
marked Johanfors (18) 
£50-80
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178 A large collection of wooden, metal and other fruit 
£50-80

179 A cute modern 9ct gold and gem set Teddy Bear pendant on chain, the bear is 3cm and with jointed arms, legs 
and head, on a 9ct gold chain, 27.3g 
£350-500

180 A cute modern 9ct gold and ruby set Teddy Bear brooch, 3cm high, hallmarked, 7.6g 
£100-150

181 A Polar Bear plastic brooch from Lea Stein, 7.5cm high 
£40-60

182 A modern Swarovski Polar Bear key chain in box, together with a pair of Swarovski crystal earrings, a pair of OK 
Silver drop earrings and a small snowman brooch 
£30-50

183 A pair of modern metal candlesticks, 19cm high, in the form of a rams horn (2) 
£40-60

184 Twenty vintage red liquor glasses and a decanter 
£30-50

185 An early 20th century German porcelain figural candlestick, 41.5cm high, with four flower encrusted branches 
and a central sconce, with man shearing a sheep to base, marked to underside, AF 
£50-100

186 An interesting nut cracker, 6cm high, made from a section of steel pipe 
£15-25

187 Eight Victorain and 20th century pottery items, AF, F117including a large meat plate, a Wedgwood Jasper ware 
jug, two turrens, a Spode bowl, a bowl and cover, a Chelsea Work jug, and another blue and white jug (11) 
£40-60

188 Six bottles of Louis Roederer Champagne 
£60-100

189 Six bottles of Moet Et Chandon Brut Imperial Champagne 
£60-100

190 Eight bottles of Bollinger Speical Cuvee Brut Champagne 
£80-120

191 Eight bottles of Tattinger 1990 Milleime Champagne 
£80-120

192 Nine bottles of Louis Roederer Champagne 
£100-150

193 Twelve bottles of Charles Le Roi Haute Tradition Brut Champagne 
£120-180

194 Eight bottles of Charles Le Roi Haute Tradition Brut Champagne 
£80-120

195 Six bottles of Moet Et Chandon Brut Imperial Champagne 
£60-100

196 Two bottles of 1980 Moet Et Chandon Brut Imperial Champagne 
£20-30

197 Two bottles of Champagne, a Moet Et Chandon Brut Imperial and a Bollinger Special Cuvee 
£20-30

198 Six bottles of Champagne, including two Berry Bros, a Monsigny, a Theophile Roderer Brut 1985, a Perrier 
Jouet, and a Gatinois Brut 1986 (6) 
£60-100
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199 Six bottles of 2000 Saint-Veran Les Deax Moulins Louis Latour white wine 
£40-60

200 Six bottles of 1986 Grand Vin De Bourgogne Meursault-Genevrieres white wine 
£60-100

201 Four bottles of Veuve Cliquot Ponsardin Demi-Sec Champagne 
£40-60

202 17 piece Glazed Pottery Nativity set, undamaged, VG 
£20-30

203 A mid 20th century silver plated punch bowl and stand by Pepper & Hope, with eight matching cups and a ladle, 
bowl 42 cm diameter stand 43 cm diameter 
£60-60

204 A Christian Dior paste and mesh gilt metal chocker necklace, the oval shape with pave set paste stone to base, 
in a silver card box in a silk bag 17cm long 
£50-80

205 A large Butler and Wilson five stand gilt metal and paste set multi strand necklace, with one side set with paste 
stones, marked B&W to clasp, 44 cm long 
£40-60

206 A modern Lalique glass figure of a toad, depicting on four feet in green, engraved Lalique France and bearing 
sticker, with fitted grey card box, 11 cm by 10.5 cm 
£120-180

207 A George VI silver and oak photographic frame, with egg and dart boarder, Birmingham 1946, Goldsmiths and 
Silversmiths company 22.5 cm by 16 cm 
£50-100
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